The UWI St. Augustine Campus — VISITOR GATE 2016

IGDS is located on the west of the St. Augustine Campus and occupies part of the first floor of Chemistry Building C and is in close proximity to:

- Institute of International Relations (IIR)
- Sir Arthur Lewis Institute for Social and Economic Research (SALISES)
- Faculty of Law
- Noor Hassanali Auditorium

NOTICE: There are four GATES for entry to The UWI Campus. However, as of September 5, 2016, only ONE gate now designated the "VISITOR'S GATE" can be used by the general public. All other gates (SOUTH, NORTH AND MAIN are for use by staff and student vehicles displaying valid UWI Permits for the 2016/2017 academic year. THE UWI NEWS RELEASE

ROADS CIRCLING the border of The UWI Campus include, from south in a clockwise direction: Watts St, Evans St, Agostini St, St. Augustine Circular Rd, Stratham Lodge Rd.

TO ACCESS THE VISITOR'S GATE proceed along the roads that circle/bend/curve around The UWI Campus, proceeding towards the eastern end of The Campus.

The VISITOR'S GATE is off St. Augustine Circular Road in the vicinity of Milner Hall and Daaga Auditorium.

ATTENDING A CLASS OR EVENT at the IGDS, Noor Hassanali Auditorium or other, please use the CIRCULAR/RING ROAD inside The Campus.

On entering at the Visitor's Gate:
- Proceed directly ahead on the curving short road
- At the T junction facing the tennis courts, turn right
- Before the guard booth (on right) turn into the first left and bear right passing the UWI Admin building (on left)
- Keep following the road along the green field and at the T junction (guard booth on right) turn left
- Keep following the ring road along the green field bearing right under the Samaan tree.
- For IGDS turn a sharp left onto a straight stretch. Look for the round building with a green grass roof. This is the IGDS car park.
- For the TGR Car park turn a sharp right and proceed to the end of the straight road. Enter the car park on the right. Proceed as far south as possible to park close to the pedestrian gate opposite the IGDS/Chemistry Building C.

Attending an event at the IGDS? Some useful information:

ONLINE MAPS for your perusal. See which works for you.

IGDS Google map for The UWI GATES including the new VISITOR'S GATE obliquely opposite Milner Hall and next to Daaga Auditorium, as well as all buildings in vicinity of IGDS.

Geomatics Information Systems map showing the IGDS location in Chemistry Building C, the IGDS car park and the TGR Car Park (Trinidad Government Railway) an overflow car park.
Do you routinely use THE UWI ST. AUGUSTINE CAMPUS AS A THOROUGHFARE?

In its continued efforts to enhance campus safety and security, THE UWI ST AUGUSTINE CAMPUS IS A NO THOROUGHFARE ZONE with effect from Monday 5 September, 2016.

Only vehicles displaying valid UWI PERMITS will be granted access to the campus through the NORTH and SOUTH Gates.

UNAUTHORIZED VEHICLES. Vehicles, which do not display the requisite Permits, will be classified as “unauthorized” and will be required to use the VISITORS’ GATE, accessible along St. Augustine Circular Road (East of the campus, obliquely opposite the Milner Hall). This includes all visitors, suppliers and persons doing business on the campus (such as at Republic Bank, TTPOST, UWI Bookshop, etc.) as well as staff and students without Permits.